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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a plasma which is one-dimensional, collisionless, without 
magnetic fields and which contains N kinds of different charged particles. 
We denote by F,(<, u, t) (I= l,..,, N) the distribution function in phase 
space at time t of the particles of the Ith kind (whose mass and charge are 
m,, q, respectively) and by E(& t) the electric field of all the particles. It is 
known that the functions F,(t, v, t) (I= l,..., N) and E(<, t) verify the 
Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations 
(I= l,..., N) ({, v, r)~ R’ 
(1) 
The above mentioned system without the last equation, Vlasov-Poisson 
system, has been studied by many authors, not only in the one-dimensional 
case (see for example Arsen’ev [ 11, Batt [2 J, Horst [3], Illner-Neunzert 
[4], Ukai-Okabe [S]; see also Neunzert [6], where a good reference of 
the Vlasov-Poisson system can be found). On the contrary until now the 
Vlasov-Maxwell system has received little attention. 
Iordanskii [7] was the first to study the Vlasov-Maxwell equations. He 
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showed the existence and the uniqueness of the classical solution satisfying 
given initial conditions 
F,(L 03 0) =f/(L VI (I = l,..., N) (5, U) E R2, (2) 
and the boundary condition 
lim E(& t)=O t 2 0. 
E- -0z 
In doing this he formulated suitable hypotheses on the initial data f,. But 
some of Iordanskii’s assumptions are scarcely acceptable from the physical 
point of view, for they imply that the distribution functions are not 
integrable over the phase space (5, v). 
Further the Vlasov-Maxwell system has been studied by Cooper-Klimas 
[S], who, like Iordanskii in the first part of his paper, have considered a 
plasma containing only two kinds of different charged particles: electrons 
and ions; they have supposed that the distribution function of the ions was 
known and depending only on the velocity; they have given the initial 
value F(<, v, 0) =f({, v) of the distribution function of the electrons 
F(t, v, t). This and the electric field E(t, t) are therefore the only unknown 
functions in Cooper-Klima’s work, where any boundary condition on the 
electric field is not imposed. But we should notice that the assumptions on 
the initial datumf(<, v) ensure only the existence of “generalized solutions” 
of the problem. The authors note that the generalized solutions are strict 
solutions iff is also continuously differentiable. At any rate F(<, v, t) is not 
integrable over the plane (5, u). 
The aim of this research is the study of the Vlasov-Maxwell system with 
the initial conditions (2) without assuming the existence of background 
ions and without imposing hypotheses on the electric field E(& t). Because 
we do not want to suppose that the functions fi are continuously differen- 
tiable, we ask that the N first equations of (I) be considered as true almost 
everywhere. Considering this, we shall see that, if the functions f, verify 
suitable assumptions, then (1) with (2) has global solutions (F, ,..., FN, E), 
where F, (I= I,..., N) are continuous, nonnegative, integrable according to 
Lebesgue over the plane (5, u) at any time t; E is continuous and bounded 
on R* and has first-order partial derivatives which are continuous on R* 
and bounded on R x [ - T, T] for each T > 0; in our case for each t E R the 
lim 5 _ loo E(<, t) exists, is finite and independent from the time t. The 
solutions found are obviously classical solutions if the initial data fi are 
continuously differentiable functions. 
In order to simplify the notations in the following discussion, we con- 
sider a plasma containing only one kind of charged particles, that is we 
suppose N= 1, and we put CI = q/m, /? = q; the case N > 1 can be 
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investigated essentially in the same way. We shall therefore study the 
following initial value problem 
([. I?, f)ER3 
The assumptions on the initial datum f and the discussion of (3) are found 
in Section 4; Sections 2 and 3 are preliminary and are devoted to a deep 
investigation of a first-order partial differential equation, formulated in an 
abstract way. It is well to notice that Sections 2 and 3 are meaningful 
independent from the other ones. 
2. LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
OF THE FIRST ORDER 
In order to discuss the Vlasov~Maxwell system we need to investigate 
deeply the initial value problem for the linear partial differential equation 
of the first order 
x = (x, ,..., x,,) E R”, tgR (4) 
that can be clearly considered as a generalization of the first equation of 
(3), if in this we think that F is the only unknown function. Indeed the 
unknown in (4) is the function F of time t and of the state variables x,,, 
whereas uh (h = l,..., n) have to be thought as given real functions of the 
same variables (x, t). Precisely we suppose that the functions a,, verify the 
following hypotheses: 
(i) V’h = l,..., n u,,: R” x R -+ R is continuous 
(ii) Vh, k = l,..., n and V(x, t) = (x1 ,..., x,, t) E R” x R there exist the 
partial derivatives (&,/ax,)(x, t) and the maps (x, t) + (au,/ax,)(x, t) are 
continuous from R” x R into R 
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(iii) Vh, k = l,..., n and V’TE R+ it is 
(iv) V(X, t) E R” x R it is x;= r (Az,Jax,)(x, t) = 0. 
From (ii) we can easily deduce that there exists a continuous function p: 
R -+ Ri such that 
‘ifh, k= l,..., n, XE R”, te R. 
If 1.1 indicates the usual norm not only in R but also in R”; if A indicates 
the function from R” x R into R” such that 
(4 f) + A(% t) = (a,(4 t),..., U,,(.? 1)) V(x, t) E R” x R 
it follows from (5) that 
IA(x, t) - A(y, t)l 6 p(t)lx - YI Vx, I’ E R”, t E R (6) 
and 
lA(x, [)I 6 p(t)lxl + t(t) 
where v(t) = IA(0, t)l. 
Vx E R”, t E R (7) 
We now consider the initial value problem for the characteristic equation 
to (4) 
dX 
z = A(x, s) XE R” SER 
x(t) = z -ER” tER L 
(8) 
Owing to (6) and (7) for each (z, t) E R”+ ’ this problem has a unique 
solution which is defined on all R. 
Put 
V(z, t,s)ER”+2 
cp(z, t, s) = ~q;.,,(s) 
where s + x~~..~)(s) is the unique solution of (8). 
The so defined function cp possesses important properties; we list here 
those which are useful in order to obtain the following proofs. Most of 
them are known properties; many, seeing that they can be deduced from 
(6) and (7), are true also under weaker hypotheses on the coefficients ah. 
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Properties of’f’cp. 
(c,) cp(z, t, t)=z V’,E R”, r~ R, 
(cl) cp(q(z, t, s), .s, r) = cp(z, t, r) V,- E R”, r, s, t E R, 
(c3) Vs, r E R the map z --r CJI(Z, t, s) from R” to R” is invertible; its 
inverse is the map from R” to R” such that z + ~(z, s, t), 
(q) t/(2, t, S)E R”+’ there exists (a/as) cp(z, t, s) and it results 
(was) dz, t, s) = A(cp(z, t, s), s), 
(q) (c~(=,t,s)-z(6h(t,s)lzl+k(t,s)Vz~R”,s,t~R 
if, 
h(t,s)=j’“‘p(r) 
,A, 
[exp 1::: Au) du] dr, 
k(t,s)=J5”’ 
.s A i 
v(r)[expl:::ii(u)du]dr. 
Proqf This inequality can be found in Martin’s book ([9], p. 238) in 
the case t <s; in the case t >s it can be obtained by applying the same 
considerations as Martin to the function -A(x, -1). 
(cJ Icp(z,t,s)l~[l+h(t,s)]Izi+k(t,s) t/z~R”,s,t~R 
(c,) lzl~[l+h(t,s)]icp(=,s,t)l+k(t,~) k”,-~R”,s,teR 
(c8) I~(z,t,s)-cp(~,t,s)l~lcp(z,t,~)-~/exp~~:::~L(r)dr VZER”, 
s, t, T E R 
Proof. The formula is true for s = r. For s # t we put 
u(s) = cp(z, t, s) u(s) = cp(z, t, s) P(S) = l4~) - 4s)l. 
In the case s > t it results 
P’ (s) = m [u(s) - u(s), A(+), S) - A(u(s), s)] G p(s) P(S) 
from which it follows 
i 
.s 
P(S) d p(s) ev p(r) dr. 
T 
In the case s < r we have instead 
P’,(S) = m + [u(s) -u(s), A(u(s), s) - A(@), s)l b -P(S) P(S) 
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and therefore 
~(4 < ~(4 exp 1’ 144 dr. 
s 
In both cases the assert is true 
cc91 Idz, f> J) - d=, 
t/z E R”, s, t, t E R, 
7, s)l 6 [h(t, 7)lzl +k(t, ~11 exp J’” * P(T) dr 
SAT 
(c,,,) The map (z, t, S) -+ cp(z, t, S) is continuous from R”+’ to R”, 
(c,,) The F-derivative a:(p(z, t, s) exists V(z, t, S)E R”+* and the 
map (2, t, s) -+ Z,cp(z, t, s) is continuous from R”+ * to the set B(R”) of all 
bounded linear operators from R” into itself 
(c12) det d,cp(z, t, S) = 1 V(z, t, S)E Rnt2 
(c,~) I(lhp/dz,)(z, t, s)l 6 exp j:; ; p(r) dr V(z, t, s) E R”+*, h = l,..., n. 
Proof The initial value problem 
4 
Y(f) = ul PER” PER 
has as solution the function s --+ (LJcp/&,)(z, t, s) if q = eh (h = l,..., n); the 
function vanishing on all R if q = 0. This implies the thesis (see 
Theorem 5.2, p. 239 of [9]) 
(c,J V(z, t,s)ER”+2 there exists (&p/dt)(z, t, s); moreover it is 
z, t, s) + i a,(z, t) g (z, t, s) = 0. 
h=l h 
Further we shall have to consider how the solutions of Eq. (4) depend on 
the coefficients ah, therefore we now consider, besides (4), the equation 
g+ i: b,(x, t,g=o (x, t)ER’xR 
h=l h 
with coefficients 6, verifying the same assumptions as the functions ah. 
After putting 
B(x, 1) = (b,(x, t),..., b,(x, t)) (x, t)eR”x R 
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we suppose that it results sup ,,,,, ~ K,,+I IA(r, t) ~ B(s. t)! < + Y, and we then 
define Vt E R 
lI(A ~ B)(t)11 , = sup IA(s, t) - B(s. f)~. 
t i R” 
We now consider the initial value problem for the characteristic equation 
to (9) 
dX 
z = B(x, .s) x E R” s E R 
(10) 
x(t)=, -E R” i tER 
To avoid misunderstandings, P,~ and pB now indicate the functions p 
corresponding to A and B respectively, qa and (Pi indicate the solutions of 
(8) and (10). We show the following property 
(c,~) V(:, t, S)E R”+’ it results 
IK,(G t, .s) - vet--, t, .s)l d j:I,’ [exp j‘ ’ n p(r) dr] lI(A - B)(c~ll , da 
,A0 
where p can be assumed equal either to pLa or to ~1~. 
Proof: Put 
4.7) = (P.4(-3 t, .s) 
it results for s > t 
u(s) = (PR(Z, t, s) Pb) 
p’- (s) = m [u(s) - u(s), A(u(s), s) - B(v(s), s)] 
<m -[u(s)--(s), A(u(s),s)-A(u(s), s)] + 
d P/A.s) P(S) + Il(A - B)b)l/ x 
from which 
= [u(s) - u(s)1 
A(u(s), s) - B(v(s), .s)i 
p(s)~~‘(expS‘p,(r)dr)~ll(A-B)lo)ll..du I 0 
that is the thesis with p = pa. Similarly by exchanging the roles of A and B 
we can recognize that the thesis is true if s > t, p = pB. Finally the case s < t 
can easily be reduced to the previous one through an inversion of the time 
axis. 
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3. ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR EQ.(~) 
Because the unknown quantity of our problem, F, as a distribution 
function, is nonnegative, Lebesgue integrable on R” at any time t and not 
necessarily continuous, we are led to form the Cauchy problem for Eq. (4) 
in an abstract way, by considering for every given time t the quantity F as 
an element of L’(R”) space. Among the different LP(R”), we choose 
precisely L’(R”) because of the previous physical considerations. Therefore 
we introduce the Banach space X = L’(R”) with the usual norm, that we 
shall indicate by )I 11 and we consider the following: 
Family ef linear operators A(t) 
For eachf‘EZ’, tE R we put 
(11) 
By the assumptions on the functions ah the right-member of (11) makes 
sense as a distribution. Then the family of operators A(t) is defined as 
follows 
D(A(t))= {VEX; d(t)f EX} 
A(t)f’=,d(t)f V,fED(A(t)). 
In this way the Cauchy problem for Eq. (4) can be written in the abstract 
form 
dF 
dt= -A(t)F teR 
F(t,) =.f t,E R (12) 
where t + F(t) is now a map from R to X, d/dt is a strong derivative. 
In order to discuss (12) we shall first study the family of linear operators 
A(t); so we shall prove. 
THEOREM 1. For each pair of real numbers , t there exists an operator 
ZJo(t, s) belonging to the set @?.T) of ail bounded linear operators from X 
into X and possessing the following properties: 
(d,) IIu,(t,s)ll = 1 V’s, tER 
(dJ U,(t, t) = I Vt E R 
(d3) Udt, r) Udr, s)= U,(t, s) Vr, s, t E R 
(d,) The map (t, s) --f U,(t, s) from R2 to g(X) is strongly continuous 
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(d,) a/as U,(t,s).f‘= ~,(t,.r)A(.~r,: Vf&(R”), .~, tGR 
(dd d/i% U,(t,s)f= -A(t) U,(t,s)f V,~E~(R”) s, teR 
if t%(R”) is the set defined hi 
i 
9(R”)=W’.‘(R”)= ,fFf:~E!.,h=l.....n)r.t. 
h 
jif sup la,(.x, t)l < +a, h = I,..., n; 
’ (CI)E R”’ ’ 
ff.li;$X, 1x1 -+“, h= l,..., n 
h ’ /I 
(13) 
in the other cases 
(we intend that the derivatives are in distribution sense). 
From Theorem 1 we shall easily deduce 
COROLLARY. For each t, E R, ,f~ 9(R”) (12) has a unique (strongly) 
continuous solution in 9( R”); this is the ,function t --f F(t) = U,( t, to) ,fi 
We shall also recognize that the following is true 
THEOREM 2. For each t, E R, ,f E 9( R”) the real-valued function (x, t) + 
F(x, t) =f‘(cp(x, t, to)) satisjies Eq. (4), pointwisefor a.e. (x, t) E R”+ ’ and it 
is such that F(x, to) = ,f(x) Vx E R”. 
The proof of Theorem 1 coincides with the study of the family of linear 
operators I/,( t, s j obtained by putting V,~‘E X, s, t E R 
U,(f, s)f=f(d., t, $1) 
For such an investigation it is fundamental to consider the set defined in 
(13). We easily see that 9(R”) is a linear, dense in X manifold, contained 
in @A(r)) Vt E R. 
Properties of the family of linear operators U,(t, s) 
(e,) V( t, s) E R2 U,(t, s) is a bounded linear application of X into X 
with II U,(t, s)lI = 1 
(e,) Udt, t).f=fVtERfeZ 
(e3) U&t, s) Ud.c r)f= Udr, r).fVr, s, tER,fEX 
h) link,+ (r,rr) U,(t, s)f= U,(T, a)f VT, (TE R, fEL'T 
Proof: Owing to (e,) and the fact that the set X n C(R”) is dense in X, 
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the thesis will be true if it holds VIE X n C(R”). For such an f we have, 
according to (cIO) and (e,) 
with 
Therefore VIE 57 n C(R”) the thesis is true by virtue of Lebesgue con- 
vergence theorem in its more general form (see [ 10, p. 891). 
(e5) IffEX and Iz/ f~% then IzI U,(t, s)f~?Z” V’s, tE R. 
Proof: From (c,) one obtains 
I4 If(cpk t, $11 6 C(1 + KY, t)) lcp(z, t, .y)l + k(s, r)l If(cpk t, ~111. 
From this and from (e,) the thesis follows 
(e6) IffE :!Z with IzI f E X then Va, r E R we have 
,-ri,n Izl If(dz, t, a))-f(cp(z, T> a))l dz=O. lim 
Proof From (I+) and (e,) it is sufficient to recognize that for each 
5, 0 E R and f satisfying our hypotheses we have 
,--[ 1,. Idz, t, ~11 I.f(dz, 1, o))-f’(d=> ~3 o))l d==O. lim 
This limit follows from (e,), (e,), (c,), (c,,), from Lebesgue convergence 
theorem and from the following inequality 
I&? c 011 If(cp(G c 0) -f(dz, 72 o))l 
G Ildz, t, o)l f(cpk 4 0)) - Idz, 5 011 f(cpk t, a))l 
+ lcp(z, 4 g) - cpk 73 a)l If(cpk 73 a))l 
(e,) Vu,, z E R it is 
;%SR” I(a,(z, t)--a,(z, t))f(cp(z, t, a))1 dz=O (h = l,..., n) 
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YfEX if sup,.,.,,tR~il \a,(~, t)i < -t-r, (VJh= I,..., n); V,t’EX such that 
I:/ ,f E S in the remaining cases. 
Proqf: The thesis is immediate in the first case owing to (e,) and the 
continuity of all functions a,,. In the other case, being Vz E R”, CT, T, t E R, 
k = I,..., n 
I%(:, [)I ~P(Ol~l + v(t) (14) 
I(U,,(Z, 1) -U,(=, T)).f(dZ, t, a))1 < I%(,-, t) - u,(=, T)i If(V(=, f, a)) 
-,f(cp(G T’, a))l + I%!(=, r)- a,(& 711 I.f‘(cp(G T,a))1 
the thesis follows from (es), (e,), from the continuity of the functions cl,, 
and from Lebesgue convergence theorem 
(e,) Vs, t E R, ,f E 9(R”) it is U,(t, s) ,f~ 9( R’*), 
Proof. Given .f E 9(R”), arbitrarily fixed s, t E R, we put g = U,(t, s) f: 
We want to demonstrate that g E 9(R”). Because y = cp(z, t, s) is the 
equation of a bijective l-smooth transformation of R” onto itself, then, 
according to a well-known theorem on Sobolev spaces (see [ll, p. 631) 
one can assert that g E W”,‘(R”) and that the derivatives in the dis- 
tributional sense can be written by using the usual differentiation laws; 
hence we have 
with j’ = cp(z, t, s). 
If g(R”)= W’,‘(R”) the thesis is already shown. In the other cases the 
thesis holds by virtue of (c,,), (es) and the previous formula for the 
derivatives 
(e,) VSE R,,fEQ(R,,) it results lim,+,A(t)f‘=A(r),f: 
Pro@ For each .f‘~ Q( R”) all derivatives (?,flaz;) verify the same 
assumptions as the functionj’of (e,). Therefore the proof is similar to that 
of (e,). being 
(e ,(,) V’fe U( R”), C, z E R it results 
lim [A(t) U,(t, o)J’-A(l) Uo(T, CJ)~] ~0. 
I'7 
Proof: If we put g,(y) = (?f/dyA.)( y) (k = l,..., n) and use suitable 
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inequalities then we can see that the above mentioned property is a con- 
sequence of (15) and (16) when the functions a,, are bounded; it is a con- 
sequence of (15), (16), (17), (18) in the other cases where (14) can be used 
g,(&, 5, a)) 89, aZ (z, t, 0.) - 2 (z, r, 0) dz = 0 
h II 
(h, k = I,..., n) 
fiyT r*,. Ig,(&, t, 0)) - g/Adz, ~2 a))1 dz= 0 
‘G(cp( z, t, c)) aqk apk aZ (z, t, a) -aZ (z, r, a) dz = 0 
h h 
lim , _ ~ lRti bli g,(cp(z, t, 0)) - g,(cp(z, r, o))l dz = 0 
(k = I,..., n) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Now (15) is a consequence of (e,), (c,,), (c,,); (16) follows from (e4); (17) 
follows from (e,), (c,,), (c,,); (18) follows from (e,). 
(e,,) vf~g(R”), C, ZE R it results 
lim U,(t, s) A(s) j= U,(z, C) A(a)f 
., - rl 
Proof: Immediate for (e,), (e,), (e,), 
(e,z) V~“E 9(R”), 0, z E R it results 
Fyc A(t) U,(L o)f= A(r) U,(? a) .f 
Proof: Immediate for (e,), (e,), (e,,,), 
(e,3) V-~E~(R”), z E R the first-order partial derivatives (in the dis- 
tributional sense) of the function (z, s) +f(cp(z, z, s)) (ZE R”, s E R) are 
functions and also integrable according to Lebesgue on any subset of R” + ’ 
of the form R” x Z (I being a bounded interval); they are obtained by apply- 
ing the usual differentiation laws. 
Proof We consider each f E 9(R”) as a function defined on R”+ ’ = 
{(z, s): z E R”, s E R}. Such anfis integrable over each subset of R”+ ’ of the 
form R” x Z and it is also integrable on any compact subset of R”+ ‘; 
therefore a distribution defined on the vector space g;(R”+ ‘) corresponds 
409’123,‘2-16 
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to it. Then it is obvious that f~ W’,‘(R” x I). Because y = cp(z, r, s), s = s 
are the equations of a l-smooth bijective map of R” x I into itself, also 
f’(rp(z, r, s)) E IV’-‘(R” x I) and its distributional derivatives are obtained by 
applying the usual differentiation laws. By virtue of (cd) it is in particular 
(e,4) VIE g(R’), ~JE R the first-order partial derivatives (in the dis- 
tributional sense) of the function (z, t) +f(cp(z, t, c)) (ZE R”, t E R) are 
functions and also integrable according to Lebesgue on any subset of R” + ’ 
of the form R” x J (J being a bounded interval); they are obtained by 
applying the usual differentiation laws. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of the previous proposition (e,3). By 
virtue of (c,~) we have in particular 
(e,s) ‘df~g(R”), (T, ZE R it results 
lim “O(” rr+h)f’- ‘O(‘, ~)f_ Uo(s 
2 
6) A(a)f =O 
h + 0 I’ h II 
Proqf: Owing to (e,3) for each r E R and for almost every ZE R” the 
function s -f’(cp(z, r, s)) is absolutely continuous on R; so we have for a.e. 
2, ifh#O 
and therefore 
; (U,( ~5, o+h)f‘- U,(L a)f)(z)- (uo(s, a) &a).!%) 
1 
c 
cl + h 
6- 
h (r I(uo(~, 3) A(s)f- uo(~, 0) ~(~lf)(z)l ds. 
(19) 
Still by virtue of (e,,), arbitrarily fixed z, @E R the function (z, s) -+ 
( U,,( T, s) A(s) f - U,( r, a) A (a) f)(z) is Lebesgue integrable on each subset 
of R”+’ of the form R” x Z; this implies, for Fubini’s theorem 
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lUo(~ s)A(s)f- uo(~, a)A(a)fl ds 
1 
s 
cih 
=- 
ho 
/IUo(c ~1 A(s)f- U,(G a) A(c)fll ds (20) 
Finally it is for (e, , ) 
By comparing (19), (20), (21) the thesis follows 
(e16) VIES, cr, 5~ R it results 
lim 
h + 0 
~(cio(r+h,“)f-~O(~,~)f)+A(~)Cin(i,~)f =O. 
II 
Proof: This proposition can be shown by the methods of the previous 
one, but by using properties (e,,) and (et*). 
Proqf of Theorem 1. The validity of Theorem 1 is a consequence of the 
properties (e,), (e,), (e,), (e,), (e,,), (e,6) of the family of linear operators 
Volt, 3). 
Prooj’ of’ the corollary. Suppose ,f E g( RI*) and consider the function F: 
R-+X defined by F(t)= U,(t, to)f(t~R). 
For (e,) F(t) E 9(R”) Vt E R; for (e4) the map t + F(t) E !?? is continuous; 
for (ez) and (e,6) F is a solution of (12). 
In order to show the uniqueness of F we suppose that t -+ u(t) E 9(R”) is 
another continuous solution of (12). If we put g(s) = U,(t, s) u(s) we have 
for (e,), (e4), (e15), (12) 
g’(s) = eu (t s) [a* O ’ ] u(s) + U,(t, s) u’(s) =o 
Therefore g is a constant function; in particular it results g(t) = g( to). From 
this it follows immediately, for (e,), v(t) = U,(t, t,)f, that is the assert. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is a consequence of (e, ) and (e,4). 
Indeed, by virtue of (e,,), the function (x, t) -+ F(x, t) = f(cp(x, t, to)) has 
first-order partial derivatives in the usual sense almost everywhere and 
these are equal, in the distributional sense, to the weak derivatives. 
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4. STUDY OF THE VLASOV-MAXWELL SYSTEM 
In this section we shall perform the effective study of (3), obviously after 
having formulated suitable assumptions on the initial datum .jI Our study 
will proceed through suitable lemmas. 
ASSUMPTIONS ONE 
(j) ,f is a continuous map from R2 to R+ 
cii) .f Eg(R2) 
tiij) f(t,u) 6 P(V) 4~2 0) E R2 
where p: R + R + is a real-valued nonnegative function, satisfying the follow- 
ing conditions: 
/do’) d P(V”) if 0’ < v” d 0; 
P(V’) 2 P(V”) if O<v’<v”; 
p is Lebesgue integrable on R; we put y = f Iz p(v) dv 
We now indicate by X the set of all real-valued functions which are 
defined, continuous and bounded on R2. Then we put Vb E X 
IlatH cc = sup l&(57 t)l VtER 
<FR 
We put also 
sup 
8(x’, t) - &WY t) < +co VTE R+ 
r’#r”,lrl<7 
x’ - x” 
Finally we indicate by 2 the set of all 8 E X for which the derivative 
a&lag (5, t) exists V( 5, t) E R2 and the map (5, t) + (a&‘/ag)(& t) is con- 
tinuous on R2 and bounded on R x [ - T, T] for each TE R +. Obviously Z 
is a subset of Y. 
For each 6 E Y we denote FcW! R3 -+ R the function 
(5, u, t) + fT5, v, t) =f(@?L u, CO), !@"VC, v, 4 0)) 
where s -+ ( @cr)( 5, u, t, s), y/c&)( 5, u, t, s)) is the only solution of the Cauchy 
problem 
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dy 
\ 
z=w 
(y, w)eR2 SGR 
dw 
i 
-jJ= ab(y, s) 
(22) 
Y(f) = 5 (i”,v)~R~ tER 
\ w(t)=u 
As a consequence of property (c,~) where, in our case, we can assume 
At) = 1, ll(A - W(t)ll m d Ial II&? a, it is easily seen that V’d E Y, 5, v, s, t E R 
it results 
I@(‘)(& v, t, s) - @‘“)(<, v, t, s)l < Ial II&II m(eir-Si - 1) 
IV8’(& v, t,s)- Y’O’(t, 0, t,s)l d /a( IIc~JI~(~“~“‘-- 1) 
(23) 
if s + (@“‘(t, o, t, s), Y’“‘(r, v, t, s)) is the solution of (22) corresponding to 
& = 0. 
Now we are able to show the following. 
LEMMA 1. Vb E Y the function F “‘. R3 -+ R is nonnegative, continuous, . 
bounded; moreover it possesses the following properties: 
(h,) F’“‘(t, 0, 0) =f(5, 0) V’(5, u) E R*, 
(h,) arbitrarily fixed t E R, the function (5, v) + F’“)(& u, t) is 
Lebesgue integrable on R*; it results IIF’“‘(t)ll = ilfll, rf ~~~~~ indicates the 
usual norm in L’(R*); 
(h3) VTER it is lim,_, [IF”‘“‘(t)-F”‘(s)ll =0 
(h,) the real-valued function (t, t) + J T g F’“)( 5, v, t) dv (the integral 
exists for each (5, t) E R2) is continuous and bounded on R2; it is moreover 
VtER 
s 
fX 
sup F’“‘(r v t) du< +GO 9 3 
<tR -cc 
V E Z the function F’“) posesses also the following properties; 
(h,) arbitrarily fixed t E R the function (5, v) + F’“)({, v, t) belongs to 
WR*) 
(h6) Vt E R it is 
F”)(& v, t + h) - P’(& v, t) 
till,~+~d’li_duI h 
aF’&) aF’“’ 
+" ag - (5, 4 t) + a8(5, t) - a" (5, 0, t) = 0 
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(h,) for almost every (4, v, t)E R”, F’“’ satisfies the ryucl tion 
(aF/ar) + v (aFlag) + c&([, t)(aF/av) = 0 pointwise. Moreover F(“l is the 
only ,finction for which the properties above mentioned hold. 
Proqf The properties (h,), (h2), (h3), (h,), (he), (h,) are easily deduced 
from the considerations contained in Sections 2 and 3. It is also obvious 
that F(J) is nonnegative and continuous. As for the boundedness of F(” ‘, 
this can be obtained from (jjj), being t/(5, v, t) E R3, 
F’“‘(i; v t)=f’(@““‘(<, 3) 0, t, O), Y”“‘(5, 4 t, 0)) 
< p( Y’“‘(5, v, t, 0)) < p(0). (24) 
Finally in order to demonstrate (h4) we consider for each r > 0 the function 
p,: R+ Rt defined by putting p,(v)=p(v+ r) if od -r, p,(u)=p(O) if 
-rdvbr, p,(v)=p(v-r) if var. 
Owing to (jjj) it results p,, < pIS, if r’ < r”. Moreover for each r > 0 it is 
j+ ; p,(v) dv = y + 2rp(O). 
If Vt E R we put MI”‘= lcll I/~?~~(e”l- I), we obtain by virtue of (23) 
(24), and the previous considerations 
V(<, v, t) E R3 such that 1 tl 6 T, T > 0 being arbitrarily fixed. 
From this the assert follows. We observe that it results t/(5, t) E R2 
+ x 
F’“‘(<, v, t) dv 6 y + 2p(O) M’” I. I 
x 
We now consider V’d E Y, c E R the real-valued function Q,.(g) defined on 
R2 by putting V(& t) E R’, 
Q<(&)((, yl) = /3 j-’ ~ drj /+XX F’“‘(q, v, t) dv + c. (25) 
It satisfies the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. V’Q E Y, c E R, (5, t) E R* there exists (aQC(8)/ag)(& t) and the 
real-valued,function (5, t) + (aQ,(&)/a<)(<, t) is continuous on R*; it is also 
y (5, t)l d IPI CY + 2p(O)l4 ll4l x (e”’ - 1 )I, 
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VG” E Z, c E R, (5, t) E R2 there exists (8QJ&)/c!Jt)(r, t); the real-valued 
,funcfion (5, t) --* (aQ,.(Wt)(t, t) . 1s continuous on R2 and it results 
Proof The first part is obvious from (25) and from property (h4) of 
Lemma 1; 
As for the second part, for (h,) and (h6) of Lemma 1 it results 
V(i’, t) E R’ 
It is also V(<, t)~ R* for (h5) 
and 
av (II, II, t) dv = 0. 
All this implies that t/(5, t) E R2 there exists (~Q,(cF?)/c?~)(<, t  whose value is 
-/?s’: F’“)(& u, t) v dv. 
In order to demonstrate the continuity of this derivative we observe that 
V(t’, I’), (t”, f”) E R2, 5’ 6 r” it results owing to (26), 
+= [F’“‘(<‘, v, t’) - F6)(<“, u, t”)] u du 
-L 
Now it is sufficient to express the (aF(“)/ar]) appearing in the last integral 
through the derivatives of functions f, @CC), Iy(“) and then to remember 
limits (17) and (18); so the thesis follows: 
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Remark. It is immediate to obtain from Lemma 2 and Definition 25 
that Vd E Z, c E R, (5, t) E R2 it results 
Put VCE R 
&‘: &E Y, II&II, GM,., 
8(x’, t) - b(x”, t) 
x’ - x” 
<N,.,.ifx’#x”, ItI 6 T 
(27) 
where 
M,. = IPI llfli + Ikl 
Nc.T= IBltr +2lal ~(0) M,.(e’- 1)). 
It is easily seen that for each CE R A,. is a closed subset of A’. We have also; 
LEMMA 3. For each CER, &GA, it is Q,.(a)~d,nZ. 
Proof We first observe that it is Vc E R, c” E Y, (5, t) E R’ 
lQ,(&)(L 211 6 lb’ llfll + ICI. 
Moreover it is V(<‘, t’), (r”, r”) E R2 with l’ < r”, 
lQ,(O(t’, t’) - Q,.(O(t”, f”)l 
i” 
d 
1 Ii’ 
d5 P +x F”((, u, t’) du + I/i’1 /lF’“‘(t’)- F”‘(t”)ll -, 5 -5 
From this and from property (h,) we can see that V&E A,. we have 
Q,(&)EX with IlQ,.(&)li, GM,.. From this result, Lemma 2 and 
Definitions 25 and 27 the thesis follows: 
LEMMA 4. Arbitrarily fixed c E R, TE R + it results for each Q’, &” E A,., 
ItI d T 
ll(QA&‘, - Q,.(~“,,(t,ll xI < Lk,:.(t, b’, 8”) d K,.,M - &“ll r,x, 
if 
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k&t, b’, a”) = f:!’ ew(~,;.l4 1 II (8’ - &?s)ll m ds 
~,:T=max(L Ial N,;.} 
KT= L ew (W,,,T) 
II4 T,s = sup l&YL t)l 
(4,0~Rx[-T,Tl 
Proof From property (c,,), where we put p(t) = NC,. Vt E [ - T, T], we 
obtain V(t, u, t)E R3 with ItI 6 T 
I@‘““(<, u, t, 0)-W”‘((, u, t,O)l <k,;.(t, B’, 8”) (28 1 
lY(“‘)(<, v, t, 0)- Y(““‘(<, u, t,O)l dk,.,.(t, &‘, 6”‘). (29) 
For Definition 25 and property (h,) of Lemma 1 it results 
l(Q,.(a’, - Q,.(a”)K5, t)l < IBI IlJ’(‘““(t) - F’““‘(t)ll V((, t) E R2. (30) 
Owing to (h5) of Lemma 1, (28) and (29) we have also Vt E R iffe Wh(R2) 
Because Wh( R2) is dense in 9(R2) it is easy to recognize that (31) holds 
Vfs g( R’) at any time t. By comparing (30) and (31) we obtain the first 
inequality of the assert; the second one is immediate. 
LEMMA 5. For each c E R there exists a unique E,. E A,. such that E,. = 
QA-6 1. 
Proof Let 8, = c, 6, = Q,.(&,- ,) (n = 1, 2 ,...) be. As Q. belongs to A,., 
8, (n = 1, 2,...) also belongs to A,., by virtue of Lemma 3. Arbitrarily fixed 
T>O we have Vltl < T. 
ll43b(t)ll cc = I4 
~~(“,-$,,)(t)~~~~L~~l~exP[(n-l)~~,T~t~l~~~~il~~~ 
This last formula can be verified by induction; because of it we have 
ll~-~~,ll~,~~L~-‘~exp[(.- l)~c,.TllBI Ml. 
From this we can deduce that the sequence of functions {c!$) is uniformly 
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convergent on any set R x [ - T, T] s R2. Because T> 0 has been 
arbitrarily chosen the limit is a function E,. defined and continuous on all 
R*. Being II&nl[,. 6 M, (n = 1, 2,...), E, also is bounded with /lE,.ll, d M,. 
Therefore E, E X or, better still, E, belongs to A,, as &E A, Vn and the set 
A, is a closed subset of X. From Lemma 4 with 6’= E,., f;” = &?,, we 
recognize that also lim,, ~ g;,(& t) = Q,(E,)(& t) V([, t) E R2. This first 
shows that Q,.(E, ) = E,., then that E, E Z according to Lemma 3. 
As for the uniqueness, suppose that E:. is another fixed point of Q,.. We 
have for Lemma 4. 
= II(E< -E:Mr)ll x Gi:‘:,’ L exp(~c,rlsl ME, - E:.Kdll x ds 
that is 
PW~“” exObl4) ~(4 h It1 < T (32) 
0 A f 
if we put p(t) = l/(E, - E:.)(t)11 * Vt E R. 
Since p(t) has to be nonnegative, (32) implies that p(t) vanishes on 
[ - T, T]. Therefore E: = E,.. 
By comparing the results stated in the previous lemmas we can affirme 
that the following theorem 3 is true. 
THEOREM 3. For arbitrarily fixed f: R2 + R satisfying assumptions (j), 
(jj), (jjj), and CE R, there exists a pair of real-valued functions (F,., E,) 
possessing the following properties. 
(k,) F,.: R’-+ R+ is continuous and has first-order partial derivatives 
a.e., moreover Vt E R it is Lebesgue integrable on the plane ([, v) with 
{+’ d5i‘+“‘F,(5,1:,t)dv=S+“‘d5Sf’ f(<,v)dv 
-I l% 1 -x 
(k,) E,.: R* -+ R is continuous and bounded and has first order partial 
derivatives which are continuous on R* and bounded on any subset of R2 of 
the form 
Rx C-T, T], T>O 
(k3) lim,, r, E,(L t) = c 
(k4) (F, , E,.) is a solution of Vlasov-Maxwell’s system, tf we ask that 
the,first equation of this system be considered as true a.e.; 
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(k,) (F,., E,.) is the only pair of functions which strongly ver$es the 
first equation of (3) and which possesses the previous properties (k,), (k2), 
(k,), (kJ 
If f is also continuou.+ differentiable, then (F,., E,.) is the only classical 
solution of Vlasov-Maxwell’s system such that (k3) is true. 
Remark. We can also notice that for everyfwhich satisfies (j), (jj), (jjj), 
and is continuously differentiable then the only classical solutions of 
Vlasov-Maxwell’s system are those above mentioned. 
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